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Importance of public engagement
• Climate Action Plan 2019 calls for a significant step-up in 

government engagement with citizens “to inform, engage, 
motivate, and empower people to take climate action” (p17)

• Citizens will be at the heart of the low-carbon transition and they 
must be engaged and supported towards more sustainable 
practices

• Use of deliberative forums, including but not limited to the 
approach of the Citizens’ Assembly, represents one possible 
mode of engagement and mobilisation

• But a citizens’ assembly itself is not appropriate for every 
policy question



The Citizens’ Assembly

• Commitment in Programme for 
Government in May 2016; established by 
resolution of the Oireachtas in July 2016

• Chairperson and 99 citizens, randomly 
selected to be broadly representative of the 
Irish electorate in age, gender, social class, 
regional spread, etc.

• Expert Advisory Group formed for each topic



Working Method

• Weekend-long meetings in a Dublin hotel

• 12 weekends between October 2016 and April 2018



Process, outputs, and impact
Topic Weekends Submissions Output Response & impact

The Eighth 
Amendment 

5 12,200 1 key recommendation 
(with various parts) plus 
5 ancillary

Considered by a special 
parliamentary committee. 
Government accepted proposal for 
a referendum. Referendum passed 
in May 2018.

Ageing 
population

2 122 15 recommendations 
plus 6 ancillary

No reaction to date

Climate 
change

2 1,185 13 recommendations 
plus 4 ancillary

Considered by a special 
parliamentary committee and their 
report published in March 2019. 

Referenda 1 206 10 recommendations No reaction to date

Fixed term 
parliaments

1 8 7 recommendations No reaction to date
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Public Submissions

• 1,185 written submissions on climate change 

• Identifying trends, preoccupations, and salience within 
the corpus is important to better understand citizen 
perceptions of climate change, their desired actions and 
help dialogue more effectively with them on the topic

• NB: not your typical “citizen” making a submission

• Quantitative topic modelling & qualitative analysis of a 
systematic sample (every 10th submission)



Headline Findings: topic prevalence
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Headline Findings: qualitative analysis
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Public Focus Groups 

1) 10 members of the Citizens’ Assembly on climate 
change, 15th June 2019

2) 8 members of Rotary Club Ireland, 29th June 2019

NB not representative, important snapshot



Focus group 1: Citizens’ Assembly members
Lessons from the Irish Citizens’ Assembly on climate change

Keep Change
Four element format Formalise the process & make it a regular 

feature of democracy with rotating citizens
Clear rules for maintaining civility Use for more divisive & specific topics 
Level of support to members Time allocated to topics and between them 

Non-payment of honorarium Shorter assemblies with fewer topics

Communicative Secretariat and Chair Feedback to citizens post-event 

Transparency through website and live 
streaming

Standing orders of citizen steering group for
more input to speaker selection and visibility

Appreciation of complex policy  trade-offs 
when exposed to different angles

Formalise what happens recommendations

Education and learning element for citizens Communicate recruitment methodology
Non-binding recommendations to allow for 
further expert input

Do not print all public submissions and 
present summary at event
Potential for more informal discussions
More international best practice & critique 



Focus group 2: Rotary club members
Desirable Communications

1. Keep it simple

2. Keep it local

3. Powerful imagery

4. Non-human frames matter

5. Provide solutions

6. Facts tell, stories sell

7. Structure around purpose

8. Passionate tone

9. Watch your speed



Project output
A resource for 
policymakers



Part I
The Policy Cycle



Part II
Deliberation



Part III
Communications
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